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   National Library of Technology (NTK)
Academic & public library with 
specialized STEM collection
- 1,322 places to study 
- 1,000,000 visitors/year
- 2,000,000 online visitors/year
- 30,000 registered patrons
- 80% of all visitors are students
    Academic support at NTK
“Our mission is to contribute to the professional and 
academic success of our patrons and partners. In 
cooperation with educators, we offer services for the 
development of professional skills while helping you 
navigate the academic information environment.”
    Problems & Questions to Solve
1. Who are our users and 
what do they need?
2. How to track and 
“measure” the value of our 
academic support? 
3. How to share the 
knowledge and skills 
obtained during 
interactions with users?
4. How to create 
easy-to-access knowledge 
base?
5. How to save time and 
improve our workflows? 
PART I: CRM INTRODUCTION
CRM Solution 
Customer Relationship 
Management (CRM) 
is software used to 
efficiently manage 
information about 
customers and their 
interactions in order to 
strategically improve 
customer care and 
customer/user satisfaction 
Homepage of NTK CRM system based on free open source SuiteCRM
Modules used at NTK 
● Accounts = organizations
● Contacts = users
● Meetings = activities
● Reports
● Calendar 
● Consultation Form = 
newly developed module 
for consultations
CRM at NTK
Consultation Form Data Structure
● Flexible report 
construction
● Data from different 
modules
● Export to CSV and 
PDF
● Import to other tools 
for further analysis, 
visualisation and 
business intelligence
CRM Reports
CASE STUDY #1: Consultations in 2018 (n=230) 
Affiliation of user Type of user
CASE STUDY #1: Consultations in 2018 (n=230) 
Area of help
Consultations by week
Type of assignment
CASE STUDY #2: Publishing Support in 2018 (n=35)
CRM data analysis and visualisation via Qlik
CASE STUDY #3: Understanding the Landscape
Quarterly qualitative 
“analysis” of free 
text fields
U
nderstanding the 
Landscape
1. The majority of students that 
are reaching us have no 
experience with searching 
beyond Google
2. The Bachelor's thesis is often 
the very first experience with 
academic writing for them 
3. Many students don't know 
how to reach and approach 
their mentors
4. The scope of NTK information 
support team is much wider 
than “traditional” information 
support
5. The NTK supplements the 
functions of Academic Writing 
Center in campus
Professional 
Development
● Enhance peer-to-peer personal 
knowledge exchange according to 
the principle of “vicarious 
learning”
● Share best practices as well as 
failures
● Support professional 
development of junior colleagues
Improving Workflows 
● Fewer errors and gaps in 
records and efficient data 
cleaning
● Better standardization (e.g., 
organizations and users 
naming policies, mandatory 
fields)
● Flexible access rights
● Everything “under one roof”
● Quick and easy reports and 
ability to work with big data 
(N rows, K columns)
PART II: CRM CUSTOMIZATION AT NTK
NTK CRM Vision
Requirements
● Free and open source tool
● Avoid programming as much as possible 
● Be able to develop new modules specific for 
academic support instead of modifying existing
Philosophy or principles
● Single rules, single naming, single responsibility, 
clear data
● Sustainable and agile development (prototyping, 
testing)
   NTK CRM Agile Development
1. Determine and discuss goals
2. Make process analysis of 
workflows 
3. Describe the data we want to 
collect
4. Prototype and test with users
5. Choose software
6. Create new module in CRM 
and test it with users
7. Analyze the results and 
implement improvements
8. Approve the module and move 
it in production
Consultation Form History
2015
1st Generation
Word sheet to capture details 
about users and interactions.
2nd Generation
Excel sheet with drop down 
menus and line view of data. 
2016
CRM Form Prototype
2018
CRM Form
2019
Global goal 
Analysis and estimation of users` 
needs over the years (according to 
GDPR)
Next steps
1. Integrate the consultation 
feedback surveys
2. Create new module for 
instructional services
3. Extend internal knowledge base
Future Development
Questions? 
alena.chodounska@techlib.cz         alexey.ryzhkov@techlib.cz 
                 
www.techlib.cz/en
